





        



          
   


       











          

 
         

   



Each forest is a complex community of living things surrounded by,
and related intimately to, nonliving things.



           
          

 






            


         
        


           




Trees grow by photosynthesis, during which millions of green leaves
use each sunlit hour to produce stores of food.



   

 


 






          








During photosynthesis plants absorb large volumes of carbon dioxide
(CO2 ) directly from the air through small openings on the underside
of leaves called stomates.






        













         







           




The leafy crowns of our Commonwealth forests’
tallest trees make up the canopy.



          












          
            
         



   

Smaller trees make up the understory. They may be young trees that
are the same kind as those that form the canopy.















          
 


      




            



Shrubs are multi-stemmed woody plants that do not grow to tree
heights. They grow from just below the understory on down to the
herb layer.



         


            










         

           





The herb layer is made up of small green plants with soft stems as well
as mosses and fungi.

            














          
         





         


       


      

        


If you look closely at forest litter, you will begin to see smaller
creatures, mites, tiny spiders and pseudoscorpions such as the one
shown here.



          
        



        



         


        


         








Forest decomposers all live on dead material and cause its mechanical
and chemical breakdown, or decomposition.





         





           
            




         


         
        






Years of limestone deposition, geologic uplift, and erosive weathering
have together formed the porous limestone covering of our islands.





 
         
         








          



          


           
    




        

         










         






           





Epiphytes, plants that grow on the top or on the sides of other plants,
are common in limestone forests.







         








       



Typhoons prune or crop our trees so that the vegetation is stunted,
especially in exposed areas.

        
          





         







           

      
         






A specialized system of root fungi called mycorrhizae (mike-oh-rise-a)
often develops within and around forest plants.





 

       

      









        
          
         


Unlike Saipan and Tinian, Rota still has much of its prewar disturbance forests still intact.



         
         
        





         



          

















           



In many areas, Kalaskas trees have formed
solid stands, either singly or together.









           



         







Our forest flora or plant life is very diverse and each plant is well
adapted to its ecological habitat.






















Asplenium nidas has large, glossy, dark green fronds (fern leaves) and a
wide, stiff, black mid-rib.




          


         

         





Guamia mariannae is a small, compact understory tree of the limestone
forest with leaves that grow singly in an alternating pattern up the stem.
The leaves are rounded at their base and pointed at their tips.



             


           







       



Cynometra ramiflora is a small to medium, somewhat shrubby
understory tree with compound leaves of four leaflets, two each of
different sizes growing directly opposite of each other.








          
 


          



            







          
           



             
          
          


Morinda citrifolia is a small tree growing to about 10 - 12 meters with
dark green glossy leaves with crinkly edges.


          











        

         

         

        


Leucaena leucocephala is a small scraggly tree growing to a height of 8
to 10 meters. Leucaena is a member of the legume Plant family. Its
scientific name ‘leucocephala’ means “white head” which is the color of
the globe-shaped flower heads.




           














         





            
          



Albizia lebbeck is a medium to large tree, 12 - 15 meters in height
with a spreading crown and a light gray trunk. Its flowers are yellow or
yellow-green and grow in the shape of a cheerleader’s pom-pom.





         














       

Ficus prolixa is a medium to large tree growing up to 20 meters in
height with a gray trunk and many aerial roots that emerge from the
trunk and branches.

            

         











 







          

        



Artocarpus sp. is a medium to large tree growing to 20 meters high
with a gray trunk and buttressed roots.


         






            



         






            









Intsia bijuga is a slow growing, medium to large tree, which can reach
25 meters high. Because of our typhoons, however, it seldom grows
taller than 12 meters.













Elaeocarpus joga is a large tree with a spreading crown with fruits that are
round like marbles and are deep blue in appearance. The blue color actually
results from skylight refraction and there is no blue pigment involved.









         






          









          





          



Pisonia grandis can be a very large tree, but here in the Mariana Islands
it is often “pruned” by typhoons to produce a short, stocky tree with
many branches. Its weak limbs are easily broken by high winds.














            





         
        
         


         




 









            
          



Serianthes nelsonii is on the International List of Rare and Endangered
Species. This species is naturally found only on Guam and Rota. It is a
medium to large tree growing to 20 meters. Its branches spread as they
ascend producing a moderately broad crown.

            


          









The coconut crab, Birgus latro, can grow as big as three feet across
measured with their dangerous claws outspread. Most, however, are
captured by crab hunters before they get very big.




    Family Gekkonidae     




          


         






The Micronesian Gecko, Perochirus ateles, is a relatively large one,
growing to seven centimeters in length. Like all lizards, geckos have
scales covering their heads and bodies, have legs and a tail, which is
easily separable, and move by running or crawling.



             
       
         

          







         
           


         



Several geckos that live in our islands are fairly widespread. They inhabit
many islands of the Pacific Ocean.



         













         







        

           


             

          




    

Varanus indicus has a pattern of yellow or white dots on a dark green
background which blends in perfectly with jungle leaves.



           



           


         



          


           



          

            




Zosterops conspicillata are hard to see since they are very active,
darting quickly from place to place. Their colors help them to blend in
with the green leaves.






           



        



           
          




Ptilinopus roseicapilla is sometimes heard,but seldom seen in our
limestone forest because its mostly green feathers blend with the leaves
of trees.







          




          




        
           
             





Gallicolumba xanthonura gets its name from its white head and breast.
Females are shades of brown with no white.

















            






 






         

         
 
         





Rhipidura rufifrons (The rufous fantail) gets its English name from its
red-brown feathers and the habit of spreading its tail like a fan.


         






        







           
         


Myzomela cardinalis is one of the Commonwealth’s prettiest songbirds.
Its song consists of a melodious series of notes sung only at dawn. It
calls other cardinal honeyeaters with a two note whistle.





        



          


           







Aplonis opaca is a noisy, social bird. These birds are a different species
from the European starlings which were introduced into the United
States, and which often make pests of themselves.


         




           



   
           

          
          





       
         


Corvus kubaryi is the most intelligent of the CNMI’s birds. It used to
be found in most areas on Guam and Rota but is now endangered, and
likely is soon to become extinct on Guam.


             

          







         




        







         
       






            







Monarcha takatsukasae is endemic (found nowhere else) to Tinian.
Like Mariana crows, Tinian monarchs exhibit a preference for native
tree species for nesting.

        





           
            




 


            

            
          



Cleptornis marchei is found only on Saipan.
Here it occupies forests of all kinds.




         
           










The CNMI’s deer, known as benado in Chamorro, were first shipped
to the CNMI about 200 years ago.

          
















Pteropus mariannus (the Marianas fruit bat) lives only in the Marianas
Islands. There are fruit bats (also called “Flying Foxes”) in other areas,
but our local species is only found here.

















At one time huge flocks of bats filled the evening sky at our southernmost islands but now there are only a few hundred left. They are more
abundant on our northernmost islands.




            
        
          

         



          

           







Fruit bats roost in trees and eat guavas, sweetsop, bananas, pandanus
fruit, breadfruit, banyan fruit, papayas, and many other fruits and
blossoms.

Get involved. Find out from your island’s Fish and Wildlife Division
leaders how you can help protect our remaining fruit bat populations on
Rota, Tinian, and Saipan.





